
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSION SUBMISSION 
Deadline 5PM GMT 18th January 2018 
 
 
Name: Sapphire Goss 
Email: hello@sapphiregoss.com 
Phone: 07775336283 
Website/portfolio link: sapphiregoss.com 
 
 
Brief overview of your work/biography (circa 250 words)  

I am a video artist and I have created work from installations to documentary 
essay films, for exhibition, commissions, live events and for commercial 
purposes, often with fast turnarounds and limited budgets. I was part of the 
digital arts accelerator Fish Island Labs with the Barbican and the Trampery 
culminating in a showcase at the Barbican in August 2015 and have had 
work shown around the UK and Northern Ireland, Germany and the US.  

I create collaged compositions from elements of footage, archive and video 
snapshots, often remixed and performed live. I use innovative, experimental 
techniques, playing with analogue textures and surface to create works that 
have a physically tangible, textural quality. With a background studying film 
and visual anthropology my work investigates ideas of place, culture and 
memory.  

In my role as an independent commercial filmmaker for a variety of art and 
film projects, over 7 years I have managed budgets and timelines of all sizes, 
including shoots and other activities up and down the country and abroad. I 
have performed with audiovisuals on cross-artform projects at events, live 
music settings, clubs, and theatre. Most recently I created the responsive 
video for expanded cinema event Your Wilderness Revisited with William 
Doyle and Mat Colquhoun. It made its debut at East End Film Festival in 2017. 

Following on from my previous experience I would like to expand on my ides 
to create an innovative performance which traverses the worlds of cinema, 
visual art, archive histories and storytelling, combining to engage new 
audiences  
 
Collaborator Rob Shields is a sound artist and an electronic musician who uses 
found sounds and analogue loops to create ambient textural works. He has 
previously created sound installations, sonic art and has released several 
recordings and performed around the world. 
 

http://fishislandlabs.com/
https://www.sapphiregoss.com/copy-of-works
https://www.sapphiregoss.com/copy-of-works
https://www.sapphiregoss.com/mutantman
https://www.sapphiregoss.com/eeff


Please describe your live cinema event concept.  (circa 250 words) If you 
prefer you can submit a video or other media to explain or expand upon your 
concept.  
 
Duration - approx 45mins. 
Sketches, notes, audio and images to accompany this can be seen at 
sapphiregoss.com/rooms 
 
Rooms is a unique cross-disciplinary performance film that portrays a 
marginal, ephemeral history of the spaces we inhabit - the echoes, ghosts 
and memories that haunt these sites - using video collage, archive loops and 
spoken word.  
 
The performance is an imaginative non-fiction piece that uses a collage of 
images, archive and visual textures on a simple, three-screen structure. The 
screens double as artificial walls but are translucent, meaning you can see 
the actual walls behind the projected images.  
 
An original score by electronic artist Rob Shields takes a deceased man’s 
collection of 78rpm records as a starting point and uses it to create a spatial 
collage of loops and textures, each piece representing a different room, a 
chapter in a house (Sadru Loops). Likewise the film is divided into chapters, 
each corresponding to a room, each prompted by a different writer or artist 
responding to the theme.  
 
It starts with lights travelling across the ‘room’, like the light from the window 
as it changes throughout the day. Each room then expands upon a different 
idea: one could be a sick room where the person is trapped, their synapses 
and flesh merging into the walls. Another chapter will be made from 
hundreds of empty rooms from archive films and images, a collective history 
where a human presence flickers out of frame. Each space merges into the 
next and Rooms becomes a depiction of domestic history, fears, memories, 
aspirations and dreams: shadows flicker, walls crumble to be reconstructed 
from different elements, from earth to fire to water to stars. 
 
Rooms is haunted by the spectre of lost futures. In the modern age, as cities 
are redeveloped, buildings are collateral damage – they are lost or 
repurposed, sometimes leaving just a shell or façade. Do their absences and 
ghosts remain? Are the shadows of old rooms and corridors still there? How do 
we live with the imprints of lives perceptible in the walls, the resonances of 
past lives lived, the clamouring presences of absence? This project is an 
ethnography of memory and experience, crossing the boundary between 
documentary and art film. It is a transmission from a place of ghosts and 
memories trapped in the subconscious of the city. 
   
 
  
What makes your event appealing to an audience? 
 
Immersed in a simple suggestion of a room structure with projections on 3 
sides, the audience experiences a unique multisensory journey of the 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mfvhr79dlnkph7g/AAAWAHaBrrLaBioj--c9aL6La?dl=0


inhabited spaces of our memories and dreams. The screens are translucent to 
see the room beyond – with the real, tangible geometric space a constant 
presence through the film. The room installation reveals the hidden processes 
of this work.  
 
Different elements are pre-recorded and will be live mixed. Collage 
techniques are used to capture the room as a palimpsest of marginal 
histories, personal memories, dreams. The content/contents of the room are 
easily rearranged – archival materials (documentaries, home footage, 
advertisements, out of copyright fiction films, PSAs and local archive - 
Yorkshire Archive perhaps?) of lost and unbuilt rooms are cut and displaced, 
the windows looking out to constructed landscapes, or the room spliced 
together with other rooms, or the façade placed in the desert. Mismatched 
scales, locations and temporal/spatial/sonic anomalies create an infinite 
mosaic of surfaces and qualities to the experience, unique to the history of 
the location. Every performance is different as the elements respond to each 
other and expand. Once an element is added it remains so the piece 
constantly builds in layers and complexity. 
 
Gathering fragments of footage and sound from the city and from archive 
then layering and looping them, the film will become a multifaceted, sensory 
portrait of the collective mind-space. The piece is concerned with a wider 
shared experience of place and history: stories and memories are threaded 
together to make the ordinary uncanny. The sound creates a multi-focal 
spatial sonic collage with layered spoken voices and haunting, scratchy 
loops and textures. 
 
This layered style reveals hidden narratives, creating shifting forms and layers 
of consciousness, igniting the imagination and disrupting the everyday 
spaces we usually overlook. Every performance is unique and the audience 
experience completes the story and projects onto the spaces with their own 
evoked memories. 
 
 
Where can the work be presented? We will source venues with you, but give 
us an idea of space required: cinema, theatre, outdoors or something else?  
What size venue and technical requirements will you need? How many 
people can attend at one time? 
 
The piece would suit a number of venues. I have made it as 
adaptable/flexible as possible. Due to the nature of the piece it would ideally 
be situated in a non-cinema venue, perhaps a space that has been 
repurposed from its original use, or a non-traditional arts space such as a 
library, town hall, commercial space or similar. Footage could be tailored to 
suit the venue. The room itself could be through a maze-like passage. 
 
Some places and venues in Sheffield I thought could be 
appropriate/interesting are as follows: 
 
Roco - ourfaveplaces.co.uk/venues/culture/roco- 3 former townhouses 
knocked into one with gallery space Bl_nk 

http://www.ourfaveplaces.co.uk/venues/culture/roco


S1 - s1artspace.org - former pub on the Brutalist Park Hill estate 
Theatre Deli - theatredelicatessen.co.uk - I like how they use repurposed 
spaces, such as shops.  
House exhibition Space - arthousesheffield.co.uk/hire-us/exhibition-hire-
sheffield/ 
 
LAYOUT –  
Simple wooden frame and translucent gauze box, 3 walls/screens projected 
with 3 projectors. The projected image is mapped so that sometimes it 
stretches over the 3 walls to create one big image and sometimes 3 or more 
separate images. The walls create a simple suggestion of a room, a false 
space within space, semi transparent to see the room beyond. Not sure yet if 
audience are seated as for a performance or stood as for installation. 
Perhaps they sit in the space with performers behind? Any of the elements 
could be recorded at any point for the piece to be in a suspended, 
unmanned state (for example in a gallery setting on a loop) I have 
experience in setting up the technical aspects of these types of 
performances/installations. 
 
TECH REQUIREMENTS - 
Space – to fit within a 2m high (could be lowered) by 3mx3m box, plus space 
for performers.  
3 short throw floor projectors (so no rigging!) 
3 collapsible screens made from photography backdrop frames x3 with 
muslin fabric pinned to it with spring clamps and secured with cable ties 
VDMX (software)& mac  
Adapters/Splitter cables to run 3 screens 
Standard PA with laptop/DMX & microphone input 
Decent power supply, room not too bright.  
 
 
Can your event idea be toured nationally and internationally after the initial 
premiere? Where would you take it?  
 
There is certainly scope to perform this piece again and tour it. Each element 
can be recorded or performed live depending on the limitations of the venue 
or schedules, so the project can be scaled up or down as required. It would 
even be possible to record all elements and loop them to create an 
unmanned installation.  
 
Structure-wise, it is designed to fit in any space, would be easy to 
assemble/take down, and can be transported easily, in a regular vehicle or 
even on the train with enough hands! It comprises 3 screens made from 
photographic backdrop frames (essentially 2 tripods and a crossbar), 
stretched with translucent muslin secured with spring clamps and cable ties. 
The projectors are short throw and sit on the floor to save problems with 
rigging. 
 
The project could be redeveloped with new audiovisual content tailored for 
the location, perhaps using writers local to each place, along with local 
archive, local lost buildings. There is also the option of workshops aimed at a 

http://www.s1artspace.org/
https://www.theatredelicatessen.co.uk/
http://www.arthousesheffield.co.uk/hire-us/exhibition-hire-sheffield/
http://www.arthousesheffield.co.uk/hire-us/exhibition-hire-sheffield/


youth audience on mapping site and spaces – using smartphones and 
tablets to both shoot different textures and manipulate/edit the footage: 
making use of tools we have to hand in order to engage with the built 
environment and shape the installation. Additionally, the space the project is 
performed in (ideally somewhere that has been repurposed, or is a non-
traditional arts space), with it’s own ghosts and atmosphere, becomes the 
backdrop to each unique performance. 
 
 
BUDGET 
You have £5000 NET at your disposal if you are successful.  
 
In addition to the £5000 commission, if you are selected you will receive the 
following in kind from Live Cinema UK and Sheffield Doc/Fest. You DO NOT 
need to include the below in your £5000 budget: 
Venue, basic screen and sound, standard technician, volunteers and front of 
house manager, tickets and box office, in house marketing support, travel 
and accommodation x 2 nights x 1 artist, Sheffield Doc/Fest full pass 
 
Your £5000 budget can include the following: 
Day rates for yourself, collaborators or producers, rehearsal space, additional 
equipment and technical hire, film license fees, specialist technicians for 
performance, artistic materials, additional marketing support and PR staff, 
additional print and promotional items, additional travel and 
accommodation for collaborators, daily subsistence 
 
However, the amount cannot include the following: 
Capital purchases of equipment, alcohol, costs covered elsewhere by Arts 
Council England. 
 
If you are unsure of whether your expenditure is eligible, please contact Live 
Cinema UK. We will discuss this with you on our pre-submission calls with you. 
 
With this in mind, please fill out this sample budget. Not all fields will be eligible 
for all projects – please write n/a if you don’t expect to utilise a budget line: 
 
Artist fee (for yourself). Please state 
an estimated day rate and number 
of days: 

£100 x 11 days - £1,100 
(development, creation, 
editing/setting up VDMX and 
performance) 
 

Artist fee (collaborators/producer) 
Please state an estimated day rate 
and number of days: 

-Fee for Rob – £500 5 days – prep and 
performance 
-Fees for contributing writers and 
artists – circa £1000  

Technical, equipment and material 
costs: 

Screen Materials – 
-photographic background frames x3 
£150 
-muslin gauze 2mx 3m x 3 - approx 
£100  
-spring clamps/ for attaching - £50  



 
Projector hire  

- 180+VAT each /week x3 - £800  
 

Marketing costs (in addition to in 
house support) 

Printed materials e.g. flyers/info sheet 
- £100 
 

Travel/accommodation/Subsistence 
(in addition to hotel and 
accommodation for premiere x 1 
person) 

Trains - £400 
AirBNB/hotel 2 nights - £400 
Taxis for gear - £50 
Subsistence –£50 
 

Other (please state): Misc / contingency - £100 
 

 
Does your project require additional funding? If so, please state amount and 
any sources of income already identified or in place. Please do not include 
ticket income from premiere here as box office splits are still in negotiation 
with Doc/Fest and Live Cinema UK. 
 
I am confident that the budget provided would be sufficient for this project. 
2-3 performances could take place over the course of each day once it is set 
up. For further performances we would probably need to up the 
artist/contributor fees as they are on the lower side. 
 
 
PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO LISA@LIVECINEMA.ORG.UK AND 
NIA@LIVECINEMA.ORG.UK BY 5PM ON FRIDAY 18TH JANUARY 2018 
 

http://purplewaveav.com/hire-catalogue/projector-hire/
mailto:LISA@LIVECINEMA.ORG.UK
mailto:NIA@LIVECINEMA.ORG.UK

